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I think it was way back in 1984 that I first heard an ME amplifier. It was the second time I’d ever 

attended a Hi-Fi show, and the venue was the Shore Inn on Sydney’s lower North Shore. Back in those 

days Hi-Fi shows were an annual event, and there was a keen interest in high fidelity audio that 

traversed a fairly broad section of society. Those were definitely the good ol’ days.  

The amplifier being demo’d was the now famous ME75B, and the person demo’ing was none other than 

its designer, Peter Stein - with a little help from a youthful assistant named Trevor. 

As a 20 year old student, I didn’t know too much about the inner workings of Hi-Fi amplifiers back then, 

(and arguably still don’t), but I do recall that the amplifier sounded excellent and Peter’s explanation of 

the design and its reasoning made logical sense to me, even though it conflicted with the marketing 

hype that came from the then fashionable - high feedback, low measured distortion, mass market 

consumer products.  

 

Apart from zero global feedback there were several other aspects of design that defined an ME amplifier, 

including the non-use of DC rail fuses, high temperature operation of the output stage, DC coupling, a 

very high level of component matching, a large power transformer and the use of many capacitors in 

parallel to form a very low impedance & high energy DC storage reservoir. 

Following that first experience with the ME75 I made a point of following the company’s developments 

and I made the most of any opportunity to audition models as they were released.  However, it wasn’t 

until a few years ago that I actually purchased my very own ME amplifier. It was an e-bay purchase of an 

old ME75B, which I ultimately discovered (to my dismay) was only working in one channel. The use of 

negative feedback doesn’t always improve amplifiers, but it’s an absolute necessity for dodgy e-bay 

sellers, and so I gave plenty. 



Anyway, after repairing and ultimately fully refurbishing the amp, and affording it prime residence in my 

system for a while, I came to appreciate the subjective attributes that have long become synonymous 

with all ME amplifiers. There’s that certain top-to-bottom tightness and control, an effortless, fast and 

dynamic delivery, smooth treble, pure and expressive midrange, extended and powerful bass, and a very 

three dimensional soundstage.  At its best, an ME amplifier will sound clinically accurate with just a hint 

of upper bass / low mid warmth.  

As most of you will be aware, ME Sound suffered some operational difficulties in 2003 which led to the 

company’s relocation to north Queensland, and ultimately to a dramatic slowdown of business activity. 

This forced Peter to rethink his approach to future planning, so now a decade on and nearly 14 years 

since the release of the ME550-II, the launch of the new ME580 marks a new beginning for the ME 

brand as well as heralding the new partnership arrangement with Winovate in Victoria.   

So it’s now under the guidance and direction of (legendary) designer Peter Stein that Ron Berger has 

designed and developed the new ME580.  The 580 definitely complies with many of the original design 

imperatives. It’s a modular design which makes for easy servicing and future upgrades, and like all 

previous ME’s it’s a wide bandwidth & fully DC coupled topology, naturally without global negative 

feedback, and incorporates the traditional energy storage matrix.  

Essentially, the design brief for the 580 was to produce an evolved version of the 550-II, and essentially 

that’s what the 580 is, although there are a few important areas of difference that I’ll discuss in brief 

shortly.   For reference, a summary of differences between the two models can be found here: 

http://www.meamplifiers.com.au/__data/page/259/ME580_ME550-II_Similarities_and_Differences.pdf 

UNDER THE HOOD 

I was very fortunate to spend a couple of afternoons at the Winovate factory in July, and Ron very 

generously gave up time to discuss the new design & construction, and presented his reasons for 

choosing specific departures from the old design.  Although the new 580 doesn’t use global feedback it 

still manages to produce remarkably low measured distortion at all power levels, but this is not simply 

achieved through attention to the actual circuit design. Ron has also optimized the layout and by paying 

close attention to the positioning of supply and signal ground reference points, and by maximizing the 

use of field cancellation, he has been able to reduce noise and distortion quite significantly.  

However, there is one very significant design highlight of the ME580 and it’s one that’s user selectable. 

The new feature, labeled ‘Load Comp’, is an abbreviation for load compensation. It is switchable via a 

small toggle on the rear panel of the amp and invokes a form of error correction to reduce distortion 

produced by the output stage,  

Rather than a typical feedback correction system, Load Comp is actually a form of Feed-Forward 

correction. With feed-forward correction only the error signal is amplified and re-injected in anti-phase 

to cancel the distortion signal at the output, unlike negative feedback, which relies heavily on open-loop 

gain to reduce distortion.  

To a large extent feed-forward correction avoids the negative consequences associated with negative 

feedback, and Ron’s application is both sensible and minimalist.    



I was given the privilege of seeing the amplifier’s schematic, and although I’m not at liberty to reveal 

inner secrets I am able to say that the implementation of Load Comp is the ultimate in elegance and 

simplicity, yet its effect on measured distortion is absolutely devastating. Using a low distortion signal 

generator and analyser, Ron was able to demonstrate a 20dB reduction in distortion at all levels and 

across the entire 20Hz – 20kHz bandwidth, driving either 8 or 4 ohm loads. 

 

With Load Comp activated, measured distortion is about 0.003% across the entire audio band, and is 

purely low order.  Although the ME580 employs the very same high speed power devices used in the 

550-II, the configuration of the output stage is quite different. The ME550-II, like every other legacy 

model, uses an output stage that’s best described as a complementary feedback triple, with a voltage 

gain of 2.6, whereas the new ME580 employs a more typical EF triple with a voltage gain of precisely one 

with Load Comp active, and slightly less than one with Load Comp inactive.    

 

One of the disadvantages of using an output stage with a voltage gain that’s greater than one is that any 

thermal compensation errors are multiplied by the set voltage gain, so with the new ME580 the DC bias 

level is inherently more stable, but Ron has also optimized the bias gen circuit such that the 

temperature coefficient of the bias generator exactly cancels that of the output stage, so the DC bias 

exhibits very minimal thermal drift. This has allowed Ron to tune and set the quiescent current for 

lowest distortion, which he does for every amplifier before it’s boxed and prepared for sale. 

 

Unlike previous ME amps, the new ME580 does not operate with a large class A power region, which 

means it doesn’t require the same level of cooling and the power consumption is also greatly reduced.  

Although still classed as a class-AB amplifier, the class-A region is only very small.  

 

Another departure from previous ME’s is that the ME580 does not ‘soft clip’. This means that the 

distortion profile remains constant all the way up to the voltage rail. The design itself has been 

optimized such that clipping behavior is unconditionally ‘textbook’, the result of which means that a 

small amount of clipping is inaudible. According to Ron, future iterations of the 580 may include a 

switchable feature so that each user can choose hard or soft clipping based on personal preference.    

 

In keeping with its predecessor, the ME580 uses fan cooling but the configuration is quite different. 

There is one small fan on each side of the amplifier that draws air through a filter underneath the front 

of the amplifier and then through the output stage heat-sink fins, before expelling it at the rear. Like 

earlier models, the fan speed is driven by a controller, so the fan speed is designed to maintain a 

constant and optimum operating temperature. The dust filter located underneath can be easily removed 

for cleaning, and unlike many legacy models there’s no foam to replace, which is good news for those 

who live in humid environments.  

Of course it’s not only the audio design that’s been revised in the new 580. The control and protection 

circuitry has also been updated and includes a power-on test, a surge limiter, protection from DC and 

ultrasonic energy, and clipping detection and protection - based on a leaky bucket event accumulator.  

Clipping events are also displayed visually on the front panel with a red LED indicator. The use of 

speaker relays is a first for a ME amplifier but the relays are high quality and a small RC network across 

the contacts prevents arcing, which ensures long life and reliability, all of which is further improved 

through the use of four (4) relay contacts per channel rather than the usual standard two (2).    



ME580 – IN USE  

 

Naturally I didn’t need to think twice before saying “yes” to Ron, when he first asked me if I would 

review his ME-580 amplifier. As an owner of a ME1400 and a 150 and having previously owned a couple 

of ME75’s, Ron obviously thought that I was an ideal person to introduce his new creation to the world, 

and for a tech savvy audiophile such as myself, non- acceptance would be almost like turning down a 

date with Eva Mendes.     

When I mentioned to Trevor that I was in possession of the new toy for evaluation, he kindly lent me a 

ME550-II, so that I could compare the new amp directly against the model it’s designed to replace. 

Other amplifiers that I had on hand for comparison included a Marantz SM11s1, and a Pass Labs X250.5.  

The speakers used for the evaluation were my B&W 800 Diamonds, which are quite efficient but they do 

also present a quite formidable load, particularly through the bass, which definitely helps to sort the 

men from the boys.   

Rather than contaminate the evaluation with a preamp, I used my modified Wyred4 Sound DAC2SE 

direct during all listening sessions.      

Visually, the new ME580 is similarly sized to the 550-II, although it’s slightly taller but not quite as wide 

or deep. It’s also slightly heavier thanks to a slightly bigger power supply and a magnificent anodized 

case. The build quality is absolutely outstanding, and I quite liked the fluorescent logo too, which 

changes from gold to blue when the amplifier is switched from ‘stand-by’ to ‘on’.  

After powering up the 580, I allowed a full hour of warm-up before I began serious listening. I also 

listened for about an hour to the ME550-II beforehand in order to establish a valid point of aural 

reference.  

From the first bars of Tomorrow’s Girls, from Donald Fagen’s 1993 Kamakiriad album, I knew that the 

580 was no average amplifier. There was a delicious amount of detail, a quite tight and punchy bass, 

excellent focus and soundstage, and most notably a pristine, highly resolved and very natural mid and 

treble. There was also not a hint of grain, glare, edge, tizz, or any other negative attribute that one might 

associate with a solid state amplifier.   

 

Being eager to hear the effects of Load Comp, it didn’t take me long before I activated the switch on the 

rear panel. In spite of the measured improvement I was still slightly sceptical that it would translate into 

a tangible subjective difference, but any scepticism was definitely misplaced.   

 

Ok, the difference wasn’t night and day but it was nonetheless unmistakable. With load-comp activated 

there was an improvement in low frequency control as well as an improvement in mid and treble clarity 

and definition. The amount of micro detail that the 580 can extract is quite extraordinary, yet the amp 

never sounded unnaturally electronic or bright. Indeed, quite the contrary. I listened to a variety of 

audiophile selections, including Michael Ruff’s Speaking in Melodies, Diana Krall’s Look of Love, and 

small doses of Stacey Kent and Christy Baron, and of course Nora Jones from her classic debut album, in 

both 44.1 and 24/96 formats.    

 

After an hour of listening I was left beyond doubt that the ME580 was at least equal or superior to the 

ME550-II at mid and high frequencies and that was only confirmed when I switched back to the 550-II. 

Although only subtle, the 550.11 reintroduced a mild dryness and grain to the treble, and although I 



deemed it an excellent amplifier it wasn’t delivering quite the same level of transparency and 

refinement, and the treble presentation was a little too much on the dry side for my liking.   

The only area of performance that I could criticize with the 580 was the mid and upper bass, which 

lacked a slight amount of coherence and dynamic impact. Given that I’m so used to listening to the 

ME1400, this is obviously understandable, but the 550-II was managing to do slightly better, although it 

actually appeared to be exaggerating the mid bass to some extent, but it still delivered what some 

audiophiles might call a better PRAT.   

So, I went into my parts closet and dug out an impedance correction network that I‘d designed and built 

specifically for the 800’s, for use with my DIY solid state amplifier. The network sits in parallel with the 

speakers and eliminates the 25 ohm resonant peak at 38Hz, and importantly eliminates the nasty -65 

degree phase angle at 62 Hz, creating a much more resistive impedance through the bass.   

With the network in place the bass definitely changed for the better. There was now improved 

coherence and improved transient performance.  Not unexpectedly the bass also improved when using 

the 550-11, and perhaps not so oddly, both amps now sounded far more alike at the bottom end than 

before.  The 550-II still provided some extra warmth in the upper bass, and the 580 had a touch more 

reach down low, and the bass was still very slightly more damped or reserved, but overall they scored 

similarly. I kept the bass correction networks connected for the remainder of listening sessions, and I 

also left the networks in line when I wheeled in and out the Pass Labs and the big ME1400 for the odd 

comparison. 

 

TOUGHER TESTS 

 



Comparing amplifiers of vastly different dimensions and cost is obviously not totally fair, but it’s 

nonetheless something that’s ultimately necessary if a review is to be deemed fully comprehensive.  

 

And, yes, there were areas where the two bigger amps outperformed the ME580. Both bigger amps 

managed to extract a bit more life from the mids and both were slightly more open at the very top, and 

particularly so the big ME, which also added a slight and mostly welcome lushness.  Both bigger amps 

also developed a bigger and more 3d soundstage and created a better sense of realism, and of course 

the big ME provided the ultimate benchmark at low frequencies, where the combination of extension, 

rock solid control, and dynamic impact is something that only an amplifier with a massive power supply 

can deliver when driving a pair of large floorstanders of B&W ilk.   

 

However, the ME580 never gave up anything in terms of speed, micro detail, sonic purity and overall 

listenability, even at quite high listening levels. Indeed, the ME580 is an amplifier that can be listened to 

for endless hours without listener fatigue, which is probably the single most important criteria for any 

music loving audiophile. 

 

I recently hosted a GTG for some CA and DIY audio members and asked them to provide a quick 

evaluation. Of course the 580 was up against some very stiff competition but at least one person 

deemed it to be his favourite amplifier and the others rated it just below my modified ME1400, mostly 

on the basis of low frequency control and power. One person also preferred it with load comp switched 

off, which was interesting, but overall praise was unanimously high.    

 

As a medium power amplifier, the ME580 is clearly not the ultimate partner for a pair of 800 series 

B&W’s or other similarly large speakers, and particularly so in a large room when playing dynamic 70’s 

rock or well recorded live Jazz, but in listening rooms that are small to medium and driving medium 

sized speakers of medium to high efficiency, as per its design goal, I’m confident that the ME580 will 

provide a totally fulfilling and engaging experience, particularly for listeners who favour transparency 

and purity over outright brutality and raw aggression. 

 

It’s worth mentioning too that the ME580 was tested extensively with electrostatic speakers during 

development, so it’s no coincidence that it’s able to drive them perfectly and without risk of damage to 

the speakers, or to itself. Importantly, the ME-580 oozes class, both inside and out, and the high level of 

engineering that’s gone into the control and amplification circuits guarantees a high degree of reliability 

and longevity, in addition to performance.  

 

During operation, the amplifier was dead silent whether driven via the balanced or unbalanced inputs 

and the fans were always completely inaudible, apart from during the power-up sequence, when the 

fans run at higher speeds to confirm physical operation.    

The ME580 is a very fine amplifier indeed, capable of levels of subtlety, resolution and refinement that 

most amplifiers, including some very expensive ones, can only manage to hint at.  

It’s been a long wait but for many this will be the power amp they’ve been waiting for, and for some 

even luckier ones the arrival of the ME580 will herald a very merry Christmas, and a very happy new 

year.   



MEASUREMENTS. 

 

I didn’t include all measurements because they were all outstanding and the amplifier met or exceeded 

specification in all areas.  

Distortion was low even without Load Comp enabled but the effect of Load Comp is not insubstantial, as 

is evidenced below.    

ME580 distortion @ 20W, 2kHz, into 8 ohms (without load comp)  

  

 

As above, with load comp active. (Note the near total obliteration of all high order products) 

  

         



 

 @ 10kHz driving 8 ohms + 1uF in parallel.   

Into a resistive load the performance was textbook, and likewise into a capacitive load there’s only a 

small amount of overshoot and perfect damping.   
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